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Delhi, the capital city of India witnesses severe degradation of air quality and rapid enhancement of trace gases
during winter. Still it is unclear about the relative role of the meteorological conditions and the post-monsoon
agricultural stubble burning on the occurrence of these events. To overcome this, we examine the use of
applying high-resolution transport model to establish the link between atmospheric concentrations and
upstream surface Cuxes. This study reports the implementation of a Lagrangian approach and demonstrates
its capability in deriving the upwind inCuences over Delhi. We simulate stochastic back trajectories over Delhi
by implementing stochastic time-inverted Lagrangian transport (STILT) model, driven by the meteorological
Belds from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model. During the postmonsoon, when mixing layer height is shallow, we Bnd high near-Beld inCuence. The variations in footprint
simulations with receptor heights show the eAect of mixing layer dynamics on the air-parcels. By using
atemporal emission Belds, we Bnd a considerable impact of meteorological conditions during November that
contributes to the enhancements of trace gases. Together with strong emissions (anthropogenic and biomass
burning), these enhancements can be several orders higher compared to other seasons. Through the receptororiented STILT implementation over India, we envision a wide range of applications spanning from air quality
to climate change. An advantage of this implementation is that it allows the use of pre-calculated footprints in
simulating any trace gas species and particulate matter, making it computationally less demanding than
running an ensemble of full atmospheric transport model.
Keywords. Lagrangian modelling; atmospheric transport; backward trajectory; urban scale air-quality;
greenhouse gas mixing ratio; Delhi winter pollution.

1. Introduction
Over the past few years, the onset of winter in
north India gains media prominence due to its
association with exorbitant level of pollutants and

trace gases in the lower atmosphere. While local
urban sources (e.g., road trafBc, residential airconditioning systems, industries and power plants)
are primarily responsible for the increased emissions (Olivier et al. 2005; Ghude et al. 2008, 2013;
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Lu and Streets 2012; Guttikunda et al. 2014), there
are several studies indicating non-trivial fraction of
contribution from the biomass-burning activities in
nearby the locations (Kaskaoutis et al. 2014; Sarkar et al. 2018; Bikkina et al. 2019). In addition to
the release of particulate matter, agricultural Bres
are also responsible for emitting gaseous species
such as CO2, CO, and CH4 to the Earth’s atmosphere (Galanter et al. 2000; Wiedinmyer and NeA
2007; Murali et al. 2010; Mu et al. 2011). While
high concentrations of particulate matter (e.g.,
PM2.5) can have serious eAects on human health,
the perturbations in the greenhouse gas (GHG)
distribution due to anthropogenic activities like
biomass burning have significant impacts on the
climate and ecosystem.
The northwestern India is considered to be one of
the primary sources of biomass burning emissions
in India (e.g., Ministry of Environment and Forests
2004). Previous studies have used satellite remote
sensing technology to measure the Bre radiative
power (FRP) and correlated this with the land
cover mapping from Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MERIS), showing that over 80% of
the biomass burning in the western Indo-Gangetic
plain, with less open-Bre activities in central India
pertain to the crop-residue burning (Justice et al.
2002; Duncan 2003; Generoso et al. 2003; Streets
et al. 2003a; Venkataraman et al. 2006; Vadrevu
et al. 2011). Crop residues are burned, since it is
the easiest and cheapest way to groom Belds for the
next sowing season. The crop-residue burning
peaks during the pre-monsoon (April–May) and
the post-monsoon (October–November) seasons
over the north-western India following the harvest
of wheat and rice, respectively, in these seasons
(Streets et al. 2003b; Singh and Kaskaoutis 2014;
Liu et al. 2018).
During post-monsoon crop-residue burning, the
air-quality of Delhi, the highly populated (*25
million residents) capital city located downwind
of burning areas, degrade to several scales below
the World Health Organizations threshold value
for safe air (Bikkina et al. 2019). In addition to
outdoor pollution, due to emissions from agricultural biomass burning, the city faces a public
health emergency in winter (Maji et al. 2017;
Chakrabarti et al. 2019). The government has
started implementing short-term measures to
address the issue (Rehman and Sharma 2016;
Sehgal and Gautam 2016). For the most eAective
mitigations with definite long-term strategy,
however, we need to quantitatively understand
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the sources of these emissions, extend to which
the agricultural burning contributes to airquality degradation as well as their atmospheric
trajectories.
Utilizing ground-based measurements, previous
studies have been conducted to correlate biomass
burning and observed urban concentrations on
downwind locations using qualitative methodologies (Mittal et al. 2009; Mishra and Shibata 2012;
Kaskaoutis et al. 2014). However, these studies
have been rendered inadequate to quantify the
inCuences from Bres directly due to the lack of
quantitative information about the inCuence of
upwind locations. In other studies conducted in
India, Lagrangian trajectories generated from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Air Resource Laboratory’s (ARL)
Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated
Trajectory model (HYSPLIT) have been prescribed to establish a covariance between biomass
burning emission and urban air pollution downwind (Safai et al. 2007; Badarinath et al. 2009;
Beegum et al. 2009; Mishra and Shibata 2012;
Tiwari et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2018). For example,
Liu et al. (2018) deBned upwind region as determined using atmospheric back trajectories from
the HYSPLIT model and assessed the transport
pathways of atmospheric constituents based on
trajectories. Missing from these studies is a
quantitative mapping of potentially inCuencing
upstream locations and an estimate of how sensitive is the atmospheric concentration in the
receptor location (Delhi) to these upstream Cuxes,
i.e., derivation of a source-receptor matrix. By
knowing the source-receptor matrix, one can
estimate the enhanced magnitude of concentrations in Delhi that can be attributed to agricultural Bre emissions. This is challenging, due to the
tight coupling among upwind Bres and atmospheric transports, which requires a model that
can promise sub-grid scale resolution.
Here, we address the aforementioned issues by
implementing a receptor oriented Lagrangian
model namely Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport (STILT) coupled with European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) model over Delhi. STILT model has the
ability to resolve the sub-grid scale transport and
near-Beld inCuences (Lin et al. 2003) and has been
rigorously evaluated by characterizing comprehensive error in horizontal winds and vertical
mixing (Lin and Gerbig 2005; Gerbig et al. 2008;
Pillai et al. 2012; Lauvaux et al. 2016). We
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illustrate that the ‘coupling’ between observed
urban concentrations and upstream inCuences on
Delhi can be established using adequate implementation of ECMWF/STILT and hence can be
used to study near-Beld inCuence over this region.
This is done by identifying upwind sources by following the time-reversed approach and constructing the ‘source–receptor matrix’, which takes into
account the atmospheric transport, dispersion and
sub-grid turbulence. The model simulates transport by interpolating meteorological Belds generated from Eulerian model (ECMWF model in this
study) to sub-grid scale location and generating
stochastic Cuctuations representing atmospheric
turbulence using the Markov-chain process. We
will also demonstrate the use of STILT to evaluate
the impact of other emission categories (e.g., fossil
fuel emissions) as well as anthropogenic emission
sources from other tracer gas species such as CO2,
CO, CH4, and N2O, separately. The modelling
framework will thus make use of the Eulerian and
Lagrangian atmospheric model conBgurations
together with the emission/surface Cux data in
order to determine the inCuences of upstream
emissions in Delhi. In particular, this study focuses
on the following: (1) simulating and analysing
backward trajectories of air parcels over Delhi
during different seasons by realizing high-resolution atmospheric transport, (2) deriving footprints (source-receptor matrix) for different
seasons and studying seasonal variation in inCuence functions, (3) assessing the potential of
using these inCuence functions in generating
concentration signals.

2. Data and methodology
The systematic approach here integrates modules
of physics, atmospheric dynamics, and computational and large-data handling techniques. This
study involves a cascade of processes that includes
simulation of trajectories and footprints and calculation of trace gas mixing ratio using the atmospheric model STILT. The emphasis is on a proper
adaptation of STILT to the Indian domain and
testing the model compatibility, to set up a
benchmark for future studies. Additionally, the
model is constructed in such a way that the model
can be run either forward in time from source
locations or backward in time from measurement
location (receptor). While the forward conBguration is generally used to simulate temporal

evolution of plumes downstream from source, the
backward simulations can be used to determine the
source of observed emissions. Thus the modelling
framework has a wide range of applications ranging
from quantifying the near-Beld impact of various
emission events on air quality (e.g., particulate
matter, pollutants and trace gases) to climate
change (e.g., GHGs), especially important for policy and mitigation purposes. Since computational
time can be saved significantly by applying
Lagrangian particle dispersion models (LPDMs) in
the receptor-oriented conBguration compared to
the Eulerian models with Bxed grid cells, this
framework will promise the insights towards mitigating the impact of the emission events under the
premise of limited computational resources. Following is an account of the relevant events in the
model establishment and subsequent calculations
to derive emission sensitivity over the receptor
location Delhi (latitude: 28.61°N, longitude:
77.20°E).

2.1 Model adaptation
The STILT model consists of a group of core R and
FORTRAN functions used to predict ensemble of
virtual particle locations by achieving advection
and dispersion calculations and map surface Cux
grids to the derived footprint Belds. We carried out
the complete adaptation of STILT to the Indian
domain after installing STILT repository version in
the IISERB HPC facility (http://atlas.iiserb.ac.in/)
by building R and FORTRAN libraries and
compiling and executing the source code. The
source code is available at https://projects.bgcjena.mpg.de/STILT/svn/trunk with prior approval
from the developers. Model adaptation to
Indian region requires preparing the emission
inputs, setting up of receptor locations containing
space (latitude, longitude, height above the ground
level) and time coordinates, and preparing the
driving meteorological Belds including data formatting to be compatible with STILT. Since
STILT computations are independent for each
receptor, the full capability of computing resources
is utilized by installing and running STILT in
parallel mode to model the time evolution of the
particle trajectories and inCuence Belds. A number
of test runs are carried out using STILT to check
the reliability of the installation and feasibility of
the adequate performance given the computational
costs.
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2.2 Meteorological data
Backward trajectories arriving at Delhi are generated using the STILT model driven by the gridded
meteorological data from a Eulerian non-hydrostatic atmospheric model ECMWF (European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts,
https://www.ecmwf.int/) at a spatial resolution of
0.125° 9 0.125° and a temporal resolution of 3 hrs.
Specifically, we have used ECMWF assimilated
data for the year 2017 speciBc to the domain of
interest, containing atmospheric conditions based
on surface and satellite measurements. STILT
makes use of the mass coupled ECMWF data to get
the information on the mean winds and other
meteorological variables over the domain being
studied. The ECMWF data are originally provided
in NetCDF or GRIB format and is been converted
to ARL format having constant record length to
ensure compatibility with STILT. ARL is a binary
data format with a 50-byte ASCII header (information on date, time, and variables) arranged in a
time series with surface Belds followed by upper
airBelds. The conversion is carried out by conserving the Beld properties ensuring that no
computational artefact eAect was made. Note that
each meteorological center’s NETCDF/GRIB Ble
structure is different; hence care must be taken
while decoding the content and organization of the
individual records contained in the Ble.

2.3 ECMWF/STILT model conBguration
2.3.1 ECMWF/STILT: Backward trajectory
simulation
The STILT model is conBgured to run with 100
virtual particles representing air parcels that travel
5 days (5 9 24 hrs) backward in time, with a
dynamical time step where the maximum temporal
resolution is of the order of 15 min in the near Beld.
The time steps of turbulent motions are of the
order of seconds (*1 sec, as determined by 10% of
the Lagrangian timescale). STILT calculations for
each particle are carried out after duration of
5 days or until it exited the model domain. We
have chosen the vertical levels within STILT to
be closely matched with the ECMWF vertical
levels (see https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/
documentation-and-support/137-model-levels) to
reBne mass continuity calculations within STILT.
STILT simulates backward trajectories arriving at
Delhi, also taking into account for the random
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turbulence (sub-grid process) while travelling
within the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL).
STILT trajectories are simulated at different
starting times (00–24 hrs UTC in 3 hr intervals)
and at different measurement heights in the mixing
layer for the pre-monsoon (April–May), monsoon
(July–August) and post-monsoon periods (October–
November).

2.3.2 Calculation of surface-inCuence function
(footprint)
The time-integrated footprints represent the total
amount of time spent by an air parcel in a volume
element over a discrete time step and are expressed
in units of mixing ratios (ppm) per unit surface Cux
(lmol/m2s). STILT footprint calculations are
dependent on the PBL height (Lin et al. 2003).
Based on ECMWF meteorological Belds, PBL
heights are determined using a modiBed Richardson number method as described in Vogelezang
and Holtslag (1996). The surface Cuxes are
instantaneously mixed within an eAective mixing
depth of h equal to half of the PBL height with a
vertical mixing timescale comparable to the
advection time steps (Gerbig et al. 2003). While
h is between 10 and 100% of the PBL height,
simulated STILT footprints are not sensitive to the
value of the chosen atmospheric column height
h (Lin et al. 2003; Gerbig et al. 2003).
For this study, footprints are calculated at 6, 12,
24, 48, 72, 96, and 119 hrs backward in time from
the starting time by following the equation below:


f xr ; tr jxi ; yj ; tk ¼

N
total
X
mair


Dtp;i;j;z ;
hq xi ; yj ; tk Ntotal p¼1

ð1Þ
where mair is the molar mass of air, q is the
average particle density below h in which turbulent mixing is strong, Ntotal is the total number of
released particles, and Dtp;i;j;k is the amount of
time a particle spends within the volume
ði; j; z  hÞ at each tk (k is the time-step) (Lin
2013). Thus the source-receptor matrix is a three
dimensional array with latitude, longitude, and
time as the dimensions. Similar to trajectory calculations, footprints are derived separately at
different measurement starting times and at different heights (20, 100 and 500 m) for the premonsoon, monsoon and post-monsoon seasons.
Footprint further enables calculation of mixing
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ratios of tracer gases, whose emission Cux is
prescribed in an emission inventory compatible
with the STILT model grid. This is described in
the following section.

2.4 Convolution of footprints with surface Cuxes
Convolution of footprint Belds as calculated in
section 2.3.2 with gridded surface Cuxes of trace
gases or particulate matter (e.g., CO, CO2, PM2.5,
PM10) allows us to determine the direct contribution of source regions on the observed concentration of trace gases or particulate matter
arriving at Delhi. This convolution is done by
following Lin et al. (2003) using the sourcereceptor matrix elements at Bnite temporal and
spatial resolutions.

 For a given discretized surface
Cuxes F xi ; yj ; tk inCuencing over a time interval
s, the concentration change at the reception
DC ðxr ; tr Þ can be calculated by using the derived
inCuence function integrated over time and
volume as follows:
"
Z tk þs Z xi þDx
mair


dt
dx
DC ðxr ; tr Þ ¼
h q xi ; yj ; tk Ntotal tk
xi
#
Z yi þDy Z h



dy
dzdðx Þ F xi ; yj ; tk :
yi

predicting GHG concentrations across Delhi
and have to be taken into account while comparing these simulations with observations. The
magnitude of this uncertainty greatly depends on
the source categories and their spatio-temporal
structures. The degree to which this uncertainty
aAects the accuracy of predictions depends upon
(i) the rate of change of the aggregated emission
estimate along the inCuence region on a given
temporal scale (e.g., hourly, diurnally, weekly),
(ii) the instantaneous emission rate of individual
emission sources, and (iii) collocated emissions
sources with varying activity rates. The temporal
averaging can also underestimate the contribution of
distinct intermittent emission sources on tracer
concentrations. For example, the national average
of monthly variations of total anthropogenic CO2
emission Cuxes calculated for the year 2012 scatter
between ca. 0.02 and 72300 kilotons depending on the
emission category, with a relative uncertainty of the
mean values varying between 2 and 120%. The above
emission time series is calculated based on the
monthly temporal proBles provided by the EDGAR
database (Janssens-Maenhout et al. 2019). Note that
the higher monthly variations (*72300 kilotons) are
reCected in the residential and other sectors (1A4,
IPCC classiBcation) emissions, followed by the
agricultural waste burning emissions (*7400 kilotons).

0

ð2Þ
Here Dirac delta function dðx Þ represents the
presence or absence of particle at location x. For
the demonstration, we have used annual anthropogenic surface Cuxes of CO, CO2, CH4, and
N2O prescribed from the Emission Database for
Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR, version
4.3.2, year 2012) at a spatial resolution of
0.1° 9 0.1° in order to perform aforementioned
calculation of the trace gas mixing ratios. EDGAR
makes use of international statistics and emission
factors to calculate the global anthropogenic
contribution of the tracers using a technology
based emission factor approach. The mixing ratios
of trace gases are calculated at different
atmospheric levels namely 20, 100, and 500 m, for
different seasons. Note that the uncertainties
associated with emission Cuxes are not within the
scope of this study as our goal is to illustrate
the potential of STILT derived footprints to
derive upwind contributions on concentration
enhancements. However, these Cux uncertainties
are capable of causing systematic errors in

3. Results
The air-parcel trajectories and the sensitivity
functions (footprints) are derived using the
ECMWF/STILT model over the receptor location
‘Delhi’ (latitude: 28.61°N, longitude: 77.20°E)
during the pre-monsoon and post-monsoon periods
for the year 2017.
3.1 ECMWF/STILT trajectory simulations:
Seasonal variation
Trajectories are simulated for different seasons to
understand the pathways of atmospheric constituents
arriving at Delhi and their seasonal dependence. As
shown in Bgure 1, we Bnd strong seasonality in the
extent of trajectory and the associated inCuence
region. Categorizing the particle locations in each day
while travelling within the PBL, Bgure 1 also shows
the diurnal extent of trajectory, determining the
possible near-Beld and far-Beld regions conBned
within each day backward that inCuence Delhi
emissions. An ensemble analysis of trajectories
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of particle backward trajectories from the receptor location Delhi, showing the upwind regions during the pre-monsoon, monsoon and
post-monsoon seasons. The different colours represent the hours backwards (24, 48, 72, 96, 120 hrs) for each trajectory. For the shown trajectory simulations, particles
are released from 100 m above ground.
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showed that upstream regions of the pre-monsoon
(May) and post-monsoon (November) periods are
towards the northwest region of the Indian subcontinent (Bgure 1). The seasonality exhibited in trajectories and the densities of particles conBned within
PBL indeed indicate the contribution of different
emission sources on Delhi emissions. Particularly in
the initial 24 hrs (near-Beld), Punjab and Haryana
regions dominate in inCuencing receptor location
during pre-monsoon and post-monsoon seasons. The
Bre counts data from MODIS shows recurrent peaks
in northwest regions during April–May (pre-monsoon) and October–November (post-monsoon)
(Bgure not shown) and are mostly due to burning after
the wheat and rice harvests, respectively, as conBrmed by many studies (Venkataraman et al. 2006;
Gadde et al. 2009; Kumar et al. 2015; Jain et al. 2017).
The trajectory analysis and Bre counts data thus
conBrm the colocation of air trajectory reaching Delhi
and emissions from agricultural practices during premonsoon and post-monsoon seasons. The occurrences
of Bre peaks along with air trajectory during these
seasons suggest the possible contribution of biomass
burning emissions from Punjab and Haryana states to
Delhi. This inference is in line with the results based
on isotope Bngerprint analysis (Bikkina et al. 2019).
While the pre-monsoon shows wider spread of trajectory locations in the northwest region, post-monsoon trajectories are more conBned within the small
extent of northwest region. This indicates that the air
arriving at receptor location can have more inCuence
from far-Beld Cuxes in pre-monsoon than that of postmonsoon season. Evidently, advective inCuences
should not be neglected in this case, and the observed
variations cannot be attributed by the contributions
from local Cuxes alone. During monsoon season, the
upstream air parcels are found to be from eastern
region, allowing the inCuence from marine air. Noteworthy that the trajectories during monsoon season
are more widely spread within a shorter duration of
time (as indicated by colour shades characterising
different backward time in hours, see Bgure 1) compared to other seasons, owing to the strong advection
and convection. Since we do not expect agricultural
emissions during monsoon seasons and this is also
conBrmed by the MODIS Bre data, we limit our further analysis to pre-monsoon and post-monsoon seasons. Additionally, a comprehensive future study is
needed to assess the consequence of the observed wind
shift during monsoon season on the receptor concentration. The strong wind shear and advection can
alter relative inCuences of different emission sources
or emission categories on Delhi emissions.
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Though trajectory analysis gives the spatial and
temporal distribution of air parcels, to what extent
these source regions are responsible for the observed
enhancements in particulate matter and trace gases
cannot be established with Bdelity. This can be quantiBed only through the calculation of the inCuence
functions (footprints) giving spatially resolved matrix
which links upstream surface Cuxes with the receptor.

3.2 ECMWF/STILT footprint simulations
The sensitivity footprints for a receptor location
show how well a receptor is inCuenced by the nearby
locations. Larger footprint coverage indicates higher
inCuence from upstream locations. Here footprints
are calculated for 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96 and 119 hrs
backward in time from the starting time. The aforementioned hours are separated in order to understand to what extent inCuences from the upstream
areas are aAected at receptor in a given time interval.
For example, footprints can be integrated over a
month to see the inCuence of surface Cuxes from the
upstream location to the receptor location throughout a month. The inCuence functions in given time
intervals are highly variable across a month due to
changes in wind patterns, turbulence eAects, PBL
dynamics, and radiation changes. As mentioned in
section 2.3, STILT calculates footprints by integrating over the times in which the air particles are
found within the PBL height. Similar to the trajectory analysis, footprints are derived over Delhi for
different seasons at much Bner resolution than the
driving ECMWF data (particle locations are not
restricted to a grid and ECMWF Belds are interpolated to these sub-grid scale locations). These are
then re-gridded at a maximum resolution of about
1/12° 9 1/10° (latitude 9 longitude). The horizontal resolutions of the grid cells resolving the footprint
are adjusted in accordance with the area of the
footprint to reduce the computational cost time and
to avoid large spatial gaps in the footprint map due to
less particle density. Figures 2 and 3 show the
monthly-integrated sensitivity footprints derived
from the trajectory information for pre-monsoon
(May) and post-monsoon (November) for daytime
(14:30 IST) and night-time (02:30 IST), respectively.
The colour bar indicates the areas that inCuence the
tracer concentration significantly at the receptor
location due to contribution from surface Cuxes. The
footprints are seen covering the city of Delhi along
with Haryana and Punjab (see Bgures 2 and 3), hence
also conBrming higher inCuence from the upstream
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regions of Punjab and Haryana during both the
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon periods. Due to the
diurnal difference in PBL height, the monthly-integrated footprints show a slightly higher near-Beld
inCuence during night-time hours than that corresponding to daytime hours. Before the full development of PBL, particles are clustered near the surface
increasing a greater surface inCuence (which is determined by particle density) than if those were well
mixed within the fully developed PBL (daytime).
Since footprint functions are independent of Cuxes and
provide measure of how sensitive the receptor location
(Delhi) to the nearby upstream locations, any surface
emission Cuxes (e.g., from inventories) can be coupled
to get the corresponding concentration enhancements.
To examine further the sensitivity of the surface
Cuxes to the receptor heights owing to their dependencies on the PBL dynamics (determines vertical
mixing) and meteorology (horizontal wind velocity),
the footprints are derived for the same period and
over the same receptor location at various heights
(20, 100, and 500 m above ground level, see Bgures 2
and 3). With increase in the receptor height, the PBL
sensitivity decreases. It is seen that close to the
receptor, the inCuences from heterogeneous surface
Cuxes (footprint areas are small) are strongest in both
20 and 100 m receptor heights. Footprints calculated
for 500 m reCect more contributions from advective
inCuences other than the local sources. The sensitivity of the footprint values to these mixing heights
indicates the importance of proper accounting of
vertical mixing in particle dispersion models.
The following section describes another advantage of STILT-derived footprint. The impact of
changing the emission sources on receptor location
can easily be calculated without demanding the rerun of the whole dispersion model, i.e., the model
needs to run only once to calculate the footprints.
These pre-calculated footprints can be used together with concerned sources to predict receptor
concentration. Such a feature is inherently desirable for several applications ranging from
air-quality to climate change.
3.2.1 Tracer concentration enhancements
To demonstrate the usefulness of the ECMWF/
STILT derived footprints to provide ‘observed’
tracer concentration enhancements, we have
convolved the footprint time series (footprint for a
series of starting time in 3 hrs interval) with
estimates of surface Cuxes which assign their inCuence
on the concentration enhancement at Delhi. We
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Figure 4. Left Y-axis: Enhanced CO mixing ratios (ppb) from background due to anthropogenic (top panel) and biomassburning activities (bottom panel) for pre-monsoon (left panel) and post-monsoon (right panel), coloured according to chosen
receptor heights. Right y-axis: Temporal evolution of the PBLH for the corresponding month as simulated by STILT.

used different categories of the EDGAR emission
inventory which includes major carbon emission
sectors using an extensive database of emission
scaling factors and spatial proxies for the year 2012,
for the pre-monsoon and the post-monsoon periods.
Figure 4 shows the CO emission signal (ppb) due
to anthropogenic and biomass-burning activities
separately, at various mixing layer height and its
variation compared with the temporal evolution of
the PBL heights. Note that the temporal variations
in the concentration signal are due to the spatiotemporal variability of the inCuence function
derived by ECMWF/STILT. Further variation in
signals is observed with receptor heights, which can

be attributed to the response of footprint measurements to the mixing layer dynamics and the alternating peaks in the signal is due to the diurnal
variability of PBL. The dilution of anthropogenic
CO mixing ratios from 20 to 500 m levels is clearly
distinct in May than in November owing to the rapid
mixing due to greater extent of PBL in May compared to other month. The accumulation of CO in
November is seen primarily due to the shallow
mixing heights prevailed during that period. Nighttime accumulation can be seen in both periods. Note
that we have used atemporal emission Belds here to
see the exclusive impact of footprint on signal during
different seasons; hence the impact of temporal
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Figure 5. Same as Bgure 4, but for CO2 (ppm).

variability emission sources cannot be captured in
these results which will underestimate the CO concentrations particularly during the episodes of
stubble burning. However, we see considerable
impact of shallow mixing height and advective
Cuxes during November that contributes to the
enhancements of CO due to biomass burning
activities. This eAect needs to be taken into account
while quantifying the impact of agricultural stubble
burning and implementing mitigation strategies.
During monsoon season, the upwind locations of
trajectories are more widespread due to advection
owing to the monsoon circulation patterns.
The CO2 concentration enhancement due to
anthropogenic activities is shown in Bgure 5. The

peak in November (an emission enhancement of
about 60 ppm) indicates the inCuence of the
industrialised region emitting more CO2, which is
in line with the derived footprints. Similar to CO,
we see that the temporal distribution of CO2 is
significantly inCuenced by the PBL dynamics and
advection. Similar to CO and CO2 enhancement
calculation, we have also carried out simulations
for N2O and CH4 enhancements caused by
anthropogenic Cuxes based on EDGAR inventory
(see Appendix). It should be noted that there are
other major sources for N2O and CH4 (e.g., soil,
wetlands, etc.), which need to be considered for the
robust evaluation of total concentrations. Noteworthy is that the same STILT-derived footprints
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are used for these oAline calculations without any
additional rigorous calculations, showing considerable savings of computational time in multiple
folds as compared to the Eulerian counterpart.

4. Conclusions and future work
With the increased pollution events and country’s
commitment in the Paris climate agreement, many
big cities and states of India have proposed
strategies to reduce anthropogenic emissions at the
local level. Together with placing rigorous measurements, it is also necessary to achieve highresolution modelling framework that will be able to
interpret and utilize the observations, thereby
assess the eDcacy of the mitigation eAorts.
The STILT (a Lagrangian particle dispersion
model coupled with the numerical weather prediction
model, ECMWF) is implemented following its successful adaption to the Indian subcontinent that takes
care of the realistic simulation of atmospheric transport over the domain. The model can be used for
simulation of trajectories and footprints with assimilated ECMWF meteorological Belds for different sets
of model realizations/parameterizations over India;
hence resolving variations in surface Cux on scales
much Bner than the resolution of the meteorological
Belds. Note that the ECMWF meteorological data
used here represents the optimal atmospheric state
given by the observations and modelled state within
an assimilation window (6-h), using both satellite and
conventional observation data. In this study, different
model settings in terms of the receptor height and
measurement time are used for trajectory and footprint analysis. For the demonstration of usefulness of
STILT derived trajectories and footprints, we have
set up the modelling framework over Delhi for premonsoon and post-monsoon periods as an attempt to
represent the processes that inCuence air quality and
trace gas enhancements over Delhi. The trajectories
during the pre-monsoon and the post-monsoon seasons show that Haryana and Punjab regions are
upwind to the receptor location (Delhi) during these
periods. The pre-monsoon and the post-monsoon
seasons in these upwind regions are marked with
intense crop-residue burning by remote sensing
satellite data. Trajectory analysis thus indicates a
possible inCuence by these upwind locations on the
receptor location. Further, derivation of footprints
shows high inCuence by these upwind locations during
both periods. Thus crop-residue burning following the
harvest of wheat and rice during the pre-monsoon and

J. Earth Syst. Sci. (2020)129:196
post-monsoon seasons respectively, can aAect Delhi’s
air-quality and trace gas concentrations.
During the post-monsoon when PBL height is
shallow, we see higher inCuence function, thus suffocating Delhi in the winter. The variations in footprint
simulations with respect to the receptor height show
the eAect of mixing layer dynamics on the air-parcels.
This indicates the importance of proper accounting of
the vertical mixing in the atmospheric models. This,
however, remains as a significant source of uncertainty in any transport models, which need to be
better understood. We show that the footprints can
be used for measuring concentration, by linking it
with the surface Cux data from an emission inventory
congruent to the transport model. To demonstrate
this, we used the EDGAR global inventory for different tracer gas categories such as CO and CO2
emissions from biomass burning and CO2, CO, N2O
and CH4 from other anthropogenic activities. The
concentration enhancements are in agreement with
diurnal PBL variations, showing higher concentration in lower layer (20 m) compared to 500 m. It
should be noted that our simulations of concentration
enhancements would underestimate impact of surface
Cuxes on hourly scales as we have used the annually
varying emission data for demonstration. Nevertheless the analysis shows the peaks in the enhancements
during post-monsoon period owing to the exclusive
impact of PBL dynamics and advection.
Through the receptor-oriented STILT implementation over India, we envision a wide range of
future studies and applications to provide information on regional and local Cuxes of CO2, CO, and
CH4. The framework can also be applied to aerosol
studies to achieve spatial and temporal evolution of
many chemical species through one-time calculation
of footprints, saving computational costs significantly. When coupled to different emission categories from EDGAR, we illustrate that the
modelling framework is able to simulate contributions from different emission sectors. Our future
work is directed towards using hourly varying
emission Cuxes to map the realistic distribution of
concentrations. The model framework can be further reBned to use other meteorological simulations
such as those from Weather Research Forecast
(WRF) or Indian Monsoon Data Assimilation and
Analysis (IMDAA). This quantitative information
is invaluable in future studies when assimilating
atmospheric observations to constrain processes
(e.g., emission) in the carbon cycle at regional scales
and to evaluate the eDcacy of local mitigation
strategies.
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Figure A1. Enhanced CH4 (top panel) and N2O (bottom panel) mixing ratios (ppb) from background signal due to
anthropogenic activities for pre-monsoon (left panel) and post-monsoon (right panel), coloured according to chosen receptor
heights. Right y-axis: Temporal evolution of the PBLH for the corresponding month as simulated by STILT.
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